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tjg is pleased to
present...

We look forward to another exciting year
ahead full of razzle dazzle!
We hope that you will join us.
Ian Tremewen, Road And
Stream With Blue Gums
View more

Penny Hudson, Love
Conversations 32/11
View more

Starr, Jellyfish Odyssey,
acrylic on canvas, 90 x 120 cm
View more

It's time to celebrate....
traffic jam turns
It is our first birthday in
February!
We kick off the year with a
great exhibition 'Traffic,
Bumpadabumpa and the
40 Zone', as part of our
birthday celebrations.

Inconjunction with Sydney Art Month, Starr is exhibiting at traffic
jam in March 2012.
The exhibition aptly named 'Fluidity' will showcase Starr's new work
featuring beach scenes, insects, flowers and much, much more.
'Fluidity' on display from 1st to 22nd March 2012.
ART MONTH SYDNEY is a month-long festival celebrating the
vibrancy and diversity of Sydney's thriving contemporary visual arts
scene.
ART MONTH SYDNEY runs March 1 - 25, 2012

Appropriately, the theme of
the month is 'Traffic' and will
feature works from most of
our Artists.
'the 40 Zone' is a special
addition to the
exhibition. This will consist
of a number of 40 x 40 cm
canvases arranged as part of
the exhibition.
The opening night for
'Traffic' is Thursday
February 2nd, 6 to 9 pm.
Cool jazz will set the 'mood'
and refreshments will be
served. We would love to see
you on the night.
The exhibition runs until
February 23rd 2012.

going... going....GONE!!

2011 the year that
was. An entertaining look
at tjg's first year on 'the
island'.
Click here to enjoy our
Wrap Up

Tracey Keller, Her Day,
acrylic and hessian on canvas, 100 x 75 cm

View more

New Artworks at tjg

Julie Hutchings, Go Fly A
Kite
View more

Please follow the link below to watch our

Video

Jenny Green, Sunburst
View more

Rebecca Pierce, Endless VII,
acrylic on canvas 71 x 182 cm
View more
Danielle McManus, Stealing
A Kiss III
View more

tjg welcomes new
Artist
Breon Martin

Conversation Convention,
aluminium, steel, composite
panel, vinyl
45 x 43 cm
View more

A standout for tjg is our partnership with Hawker Pacific, a well
recognised Aviation Services Company.
Over the last few months we have filled the beautiful lounge and
office areas at their Mascot FBO (Fixed Base of Operations), in
Sydney. There are currently 15 works on display, and these are
continually changing. With a great response from Hawker Pacific and
the public, the exposure has been great. The change of scenery from
gallery to aviation terminals is very exciting.
About Hawker Pacific....
Hawker Pacific is a leader in aviation sales and product support, both
civil and military. They take the complexity out of owning, operating,
servicing, leasing and modifying aircraft by offering a total solutions
package. Their client list includes heads of state, defence forces,
emergency services, specialist agencies, major corporations and
private customers.

Thinking Outside,
aluminium, steel, composite
panel, vinyl steel grid
60 x 60 cm
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